Tool of Trade Catalogue
Window Tint
1.

Corporate Window Tint
Tinted in line with state regulations, window tint darkens
glass to increase privacy and protect vehicle contents. It
also rejects up to 99% harmful UVA and UVB rays.

Safety
2.

Vehicle Drive Recorder
An essential dash cam that records every drive in full
HD quality, including superior night-time vision. The
device can also record even when the car is parked
by using the inbuilt Power Magic Pro that will cut off
automatically, leaving enough charge in your battery to
start your vehicle#.

3.

Bury Phone Cradle XXXL & Charging
This universal cradle is suitable for many phone types
and complies to road laws all the while charging your
phone. Hi-Gain Antenna is an optional extra with
this product. Refer Hi-Gain Antenna in Electronic
Accessories point for more information.
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4. Parking Sensors - Available in Front and Rear
Increase safety and minimise the risk of damage and
injury while parking with these sensors.
5.

Shuroo - Wildlife Protection
Alert wildlife with your cars presence to prevent any
accidents and avoid costly smash repairs.

Parking Mode also includes a safety-cut off feature to ensure your vehicles battery does not go flat and will shut down the camera if it detects it’s getting
low. Some vehicles may also require the optional Battery Backup System to enhance the stand-by time in Parking Mode.
*
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6. 4.3” Mirror Screen with Reverse Camera
Improve your vehicles safety and feel the comfort
of having ‘eyes in the back of your head’ with a
replacement mirror monitor rear camera display.
7.

Reverse Squawker
Medium duty, market leading, white sound reversing
alarm, ideal for vehicles working in typical ambient
noise levels. It’s the safest reversing alarm on the market.
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8. Reversing Beeper (Australian Standards) Corporate
Australian standard reverse beeper for added safety
and compliance.
9. Lights On with Ignition
Have the car lights turn on as soon as the car is started
for optimal safety and clear visions at all times of day.
10. Driver Safety Kit
The perfect solution to help keep you and your
passengers safe when you’re on the road. The Driver
Safety Kit contains all the items you will require to assist
with any unforeseen events during your travels.
11. iOttie Phone Cradle - Dash & Windshield Mount
A flexible cradle solution that is designed with a bottom
foot and suction cup that will guarantee a secure hold
of your phone.

Communications
12. GME UHF XRS-370C with RFI hi gain antenna
Enabled by Bluetooth® wireless technology, XRS™
offers the first ever app designed for UHF CB radio and
introduces new features such as; creating and sharing
scan lists and instant access to the entire Australian and
New Zealand registered analogue frequency database.
13. GME UHF TX3100 with RFI high gain antenna
Two way radio powered by Digital Signal Processing for
pure sound.
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Accessories
14. Hi-Gain Antenna
With a 13mm stud mount on a heavy duty black
chrome stainless steel spring, the CD7195 can be
installed on a number of mounting brackets and are
ideal for installations in commercial vehicles, four wheel
drives and trucks. To be used in conjunction with bury
cradle to improve communication.
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15. Red Arc Brake Controller
This electric trailer brake controller is designed to
suit most common trailer braking applications. It
incorporates a number of new features that will result
in smoother braking for motorists towing heavy trailers
and caravans.
16. Narva Light Beacon - Standard
Can be mounted to roof bar or direct to a ute tray.
17. Narva Light Beacon – LED
Can be mounted to roof bar or direct to a ute tray.
18. LED Strobe Beacon - Amber
Can be mounted to roof bar or direct to a ute tray.
19. Beacon LED with Magnetic Base (inc Freight to Customer)
Ideal product for those who only need a beacon light
on occasions or where a vehicle is too high for a
conventional light bar.

Navigation
20. Pioneer AVIC 6.2 Touch Screen Navigation & AV Tuner
Change the way you drive with a GPS navigation system
that controls all your in-car essentials, including the very
best in smartphone connectivity with Apple CarPlay,
Bluetooth and digital radio*.
21. Pioneer AVIC 7” Touch Screen Navigation & AV Tuner
Offering the very best in smartphone connectivity with
Apple CarPlay, Android Auto and Bluetooth, a large
7-inch multi-touch display that offers GPS navigation
essentials, plus a host of entertainment options
including digital radio*.
*
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Optional reverse camera to support In-Dash Navigation System is available.

